Mechanisms of plant innate immunity
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Plant innate immunity is assured by both constitutive and induced mechanisms. Constitutive barrier for pathogens relies on the plant cell wall structure, and the varieties of inducible systemic resistance result from interaction of the plant with pathogenic necrotrophic microorganisms, nonpathogenic bacteria, and also after the contact with some natural or synthetic matters. Description of both mechanisms of plant systemic resistance to pathogens and other stressors is the purpose of the review.
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Plant innate immunity is strikingly similar to defense system of vertebrates and insects according to organization principles and molecular mechanisms, which lie in the basis of the response to external factor (pathogen) and, trustworthily, is the evolutionarily old system of host defense from pathogen [1]. As well as other higher organisms, plants are capable of recognizing surficial structures of microorganisms or the elicitors of plant defense system. The plants have the receptors similar to Toll animal proteins, which recognize pathogen [2]. Besides, both animals and plants have similar signal cascades that activate immunity responsible genes transcription. Therefore, nitric oxide and protein kinase cascades activation influence the defense response in all Metazoa representatives, and, as a consequence, the synthesis of antimicrobial substances takes place [2, 3].

There are also differences in immune system organizations of plants and animals. First of all, plants do not have immune cells like B-lymphocytes, which recognize the pathogen, as in plant organism every cell has to do it itself. Secondly, plants have special protection programs, which occur due to the ability of some sorts of plants to recognize specific virulence factors of some microorganisms [1]. Thirdly, plants have channels for “messages” transduction from the place of pathogen attack. Such information spreading most likely is amplified by bacteria and viruses, which are constantly present inside plant tissues. Prior to describing plant immunity formation mechanisms proper,
Pathogenic microorganisms are determined to be virulent, if they cause symptoms of the disease in sensitive plants, or avirulent, if they enable defense reaction of plants and block the pathologic process, as a consequence. Plant pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria \textit{Pseudomonas syringae}, \textit{Erwinia carotovora}, \textit{E. amylovora}, \textit{Pantoea stewartii} and many others activate plant immune system through the insertion of the effector proteins (virulence factors) into the plant cell, using conservative type III secretory system (TTSS) [4]. Pili-transport corridors to export virulence factors into the host cell are necessary for TTSS formation [5]. TTSS and pili control the gene pathogenicity cluster (hrp), the products of which (harpins) are necessary for hypersensitivity reaction (HR) and for fast process of programmed cell death (PCD) in the infection locus to limit the pathogen spreading into the host plant [6]. The genes, encoding TTSS effectors, are called the avirulence genes (avr). At the presence of corresponding plant cell wall defense \textit{R} proteins in resistant plant the products of the \textit{avr} genes cause HR that enables defense reaction cascades, which results in pathogen reproduction blocking in plant organism [7].

The Avr protein causes disease only in absence of corresponding \textit{R} protein pair, but the exceptions are also possible. Avirulent proteins are suppressors of defense proteins of the first wave of defence. The deciphering genome of \textit{P. syringae pv. tomato} (Pst) DC3000, damaging tomato and \textit{Arabidopsis}, showed that among 5763 open reading frames there are not less than 298 of virulence genes, encoding about 50 effector TTSS proteins and localizing on mobile genetic elements [8]. Beside the TTSS effector genes, conservative effector locuses (CEL) were found, encoding the family of conservative type III effectors, like \textit{HopPtoM}, \textit{AvrE} \textit{etc} in some species of plant pathogenic bacteria [9-10]. These virulence factors suppress basal plant cell immune system in another way, than those that were encoded by the \textit{hrp} genes [11].

Therefore, the plant successfully defends itself only when it has the corresponding \textit{R} protein, which recognizes the signal, generated by pathogen, more specifically, by a product of its Avr gene. This conception on plant defense mechanism was introduced by H.H. Flor in the 40s-50s of the last century [12], and it became the basis of “gene-for-gene” or “\textit{R}-for-Avr” concept. Studying genetics of a host—pathogen system on the flax—rust model, the author defined that every rust tolerance gene in host had the corresponding fungus pathogenicity gene. Later the R-Avr connection was expanded to other combinations of plant–host—pathogen, where the latter could be represented by bacteria, viruses, nematodes, insects \textit{etc} [13]. Then it was ascertained that mentioned gene products interact directly as an exception, and in reality Avr protein interacts not with \textit{R} protein but with so called guard of \textit{R} protein, and only after this the foreign protein is recognized [14].

\textit{R} genes that encode defense \textit{R} proteins are immensely structurally diverse and clustered in plants. This provides the increased recombination probability and, consequently, the adaptation to fast-changing genes of avirulence in pathogenic bacteria. The first \textit{R} gene, which codes for tolerance to Pst was cloned in tomatoes in 1998 [15]. At the present moment it is known already that the majority of \textit{R} proteins which recognize microbial pathogenicity factors have got a common motive consisting of leucine-rich repeats (LRR). This element plays a certain role in the protein–protein interactions, as well as during signal transduction. \textit{R} proteins are divided into several groups; the biggest one is represented by proteins which have the nucleotide binding site (NBS) [16]. These proteins are specific for both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and they have common feature of binding with ATP or GTP for accomplishing their biological functions. NBS-LRR \textit{R} proteins, in their turn, are divided into two subgroups depending on secondary structure of the N-terminal region. The first one combines the proteins that have super-coiled aminoterminal (CC-NBS-LRR subgroup), the second one — the proteins which differ by the presence of domain, homologous domain of \textit{Drosophila} Toll protein and interleukine receptor (II-1R) of mammals (TIR-NBS-LRR subgroup). Following the analogy with mentioned proteins, they play the significant role in signal transduction in the plant, activating the defense system [17]. In \textit{Arabidopsis} they are divided into several phylogroups, and number not less than 220 proteins [18]. TIR domain is an evolutionarily old structure, and some plants, \textit{i.e.} monocotyledons, have already lost it. The group of “classical” NBS-LRR \textit{R} proteins functions in cytosol, at the same time, proteins associated with the plant cell membrane (LRR-RLK, LRR-RLP), play the role of receptors [19]. Typical receptor–like protein kinases have the external aminoterminal domain, for signal perception, and cytoplasmic kinase domain (Ser/Thr) on the carboxyterminal, for signal transduction [20].

The signals from TIR- and CC-proteins are transduced in different ways, namely, the TIR-domain proteins induce the resistance via the gene-regulator EDSI (enhanced disease susceptibility), whereas the group of CC-NBS-LRR proteins requires expression of NDR1 (non-race specific disease resistance) [17]. Some \textit{R} proteins of NBS-LRR group require SGF1 protein
(orthologue yeast protein ubiquinone-ligase) for their functioning [21]. Obviously there are some other independent ways of signal transduction in plants.

**Basal plant immunity** restricts development of avirulent pathogen in sensitive plants in the case of R gene absence. It provides cell surface integrity which many pathogens cannot overcome. First of all, cuticle covers the leaf surface to prevent pathogen penetration into aloplast, if they do not have cutinase. Secondly, a cell wall formation out of strong polymers (cellulose, pectin) is a reliable barrier for pathogens. Incorporated antimicrobial proteins, released at plant cell wall hydrolysis by pathogens, increase strength of defence [15]. The sensitive plant has the defense mechanisms, similar to resistance, conditioned by R-proteins, though the processes of this defense pass slower and less effectively [22]. In plants that do not have the R gene to a certain pathogen, HR and PCD take place and the mechanisms similar to systemic acquired resistance occur [23, 24]. Besides that, the sensitive plants increase the phytohormone production level [25, 26] and reproductive development as a response to infection to obtain descendants fast and to save the genus [27]. These events in plants are similar to the ones which occur in stress conditions, caused by abiotic factors [29]. Thus, due to basal system of cell defense the plant disease occurs not always in case of the R-Avr pair absence.

**Non specific or nonhost resistance** (NHR) of the plant is partially controlled by basal plant defense system. The mechanisms of non-specific resistance of the plants to the pathogens allow them to exist in the environment and to evolve in the plant world regardless of a wide pathogen spectrum. It has the significant meaning for both practical farming and agriculture in general. From the fundamental research point of view, understanding NHR is necessary for host specificity phenomena and pathogenesis determining in plants as such. The identification and detailed characteristic of genes responsible for NHR will provide the answer to following questions: Is this resistance induced? Why is it not effective against virulent pathogens? What is the relation between NHR and host plant resistance?

It was demonstrated on genetic pathosystem *Arabidopsis—P. syringae pv. phaseolicola* that the wild-type plant prohibits the pseudomonas spread and therefore prevents the disease, whereas the mutant, defective by the gene NH01 (nonhost resistance), supports the pathogen development [29, 30]. This gene codes for glycerol kinase, necessary for resistance to nonpathogenic and avirulent bacteria. Thus, its activity against virulent pathogens is not enough and it is not induced by them during the infectious process, *i.e.* NH01 is induced by the bacterium, for which the plant is not the host. It is supposed that the gene induction is mediated by molecular structures, located on the surface of microorganisms, so called PAMP (Pathogen-Associated Molecular Pattern), represented by peptidoglycans, lipoteichoic acid of Gram-positive bacteria and lipopolysaccharides and flagella of Gram-negative bacteria [2, 31].

Typical PAMP-structure representative is flagellin, the basic protein of flagella used by bacteria for movement. The N-terminal of protein comprises 22 aminoacid residuals (flg 22), and its structure is one of the most conservative among plant pathogenic bacteria and acts as a defense elicitor [32]. The plant recognizes flagellin due to transmembrane receptor-kinase (MAPKKK, mitogen activated kinase kinase kinase), and also by other signal system components, *i.e.* transcription factors [33]. In *Arabidopsis* cascade of MAPKinases (MEKK1, MPK4/MP5 and MPK3/MPK6), which act after processing leaf cell suspension with flagellin and recognizing by the receptor, was ascertained completely [34]. In general, 23 putative MAPK, 10 MAPKK and more than 20 MAPKKK were discovered in *Arabidopsis* genome [35]. Besides pathogens, MAPKinases are activated by hormones, as well as by abiotic factors, which stress the plants. Minding the significant number of discovered kinase genes, the important role of MAPK in cell process regulation is supposed. For example, knockout of one of such tobacco gene, NPK1, obstructed R gene activity during the viral infection, and also led to dwarf phenotype. Specific MAPKs (*e.g.* MPK6) are the positive regulators of expression of some genes, which condition plant resistance to primary infection by certain pathogens, *i.e.* take part in basal defense system, whereas acquired systemic resistance in plants is mediated by other MAPKinases [36].

Nonhost and avirulent pathogens (more precise, their PAMP, volatile bacterial excretion *etc*) are recognized by plant cell wall receptors. The latter transmit risk signals through protein kinase cascades into the cell, where after all HR and local PCD would take place. The signals, which are trasduced by kinase cascade, lead to biochemical transformations in the cell, which is attacked by pathogenic microorganism. The first sign of these transformations is the oxidative burst [37, 38]. As a consequence, reactive oxygen species (ROS) like superoxide anion (O$_2^-$), which transforms fast into hydrogen peroxide, are produced. Nitric oxide is also generated [40]. Both processes cause the production of toxic substances by the plant for self-protection from pathogen. On the other hand, they are signal molecules in plant basal defense system, and, in their turn, provoke the formation of new signal components. ROS and nitric oxide reprogram transcriptional events in the cell,
which result in the synthesis of signal intermediates, namely salicylic acid (SA), ethylene (ET) or jasmonic acid (JA), in HR and PCD, antimicrobial substances synthesis, cell wall reinforcement, activation of defense genes, encoding PR (pathogenicity related) and other proteins [41]. It is proved in many researches that SA plays the main role in the activation of local response to pathogenic bacteria and oomycetes [42-46]. SA takes part in co-regulation of plant defense ways dependent on ET and JA [25, 47]. The latter hormones mediate defense mechanism against necrotrophic fungi through defensin and thionine induction [48], activate the enzymes involved in phytoalexin synthesis [51, 52], induce systemic resistance in plants by some nonpathogenic rhizobacteria [53-55].

The link, which joins the signals that go from reductive-oxidative processes with the signals, transduced by kinase cascades, is OXI1-kinase. It is induced in a response to H$_2$O$_2$ formation and in its turn drives MPK3 and MPK6, i.e. is a significant factor of signal transduction on the way to HR [56]. The signals from H$_2$O$_2$ towards PCD are transduced through the interaction between proteins also on a reason of the Ca$^{2+}$level changes. At the same time, other events take place in the cell. Cell wall thickens because of synthesis of proteins, rich in hydroxyproline, calose deposition (β-gluconic polymer) and papillae formation, and these can not be overcome by non-specific pathogens. The cell synthesizes antimicrobial substances—defense proteins (defensins), phytoalexins, and PRproteins. Defensins are structurally similar to defense proteins of insects, e.g. drosomycin, and are similar to antimicrobial substances of vertebrates, and their expression is controlled by plant hormones. Phytoalexins are low-molecular substances, excreted by unaffected cells on the border with tissues, affected by pathogens or pests (by insects in particular, but not by biotrophs). PRproteins are different in their structure and have generally antifungal activity (glucanases, chitinases), and some other features among which is the capability to cryoprotection. The PRproteins may initiate so called second wave of immune response, recognizing signal molecules of its own. For example, glucanes (glucanase activity products of separate PR proteins) are the defense response elicitors and thus, they indirectly induce antimicrobial activity of plants [15].

Basal defense system of plants is the first stage in the plant-pathogen contest, and it is activated or inactivated periodically by pathogens on either SA-dependent, or SA-independent ways. It also happens that the plants, treated by the elicitor only, may have different responses, depending on its nature. Thus, Arabidopsis and tobacco plants, treated by virulence determinants of E. carotovora subsp. carotovora, generate the immune response in different ways — on polygalacturonase - through the mediation of JA and ET, to harpin (HrpN) — SA, JA and ET [57]. There is a way of signal transduction from pathogen to plant, dependent on abscisic acid [58], and it is quite possible that the search of new ways of signal transduction is not finished yet. Fig.1 illustrates the functioning scheme of Arabidopsis basal defense system after infection by P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000.

In the beginning of the 20$^{th}$ century two scientists, Buverie and Ray, separately from each other, came to the conclusion that the infection of plants by pathogens led to formation of plant resistance in the case of repeated infection. In 30 years, Chester finalized the phenomenon of acquired system resistance of plants, and later (in the beginning of the 90s of the last century) systematic study on different types of induced resistance of plants started [59].

Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) appears as a result of local reaction to necrotrophic pathogen. At the same time the plant acquires resistance to the second attack of the same pathogen or other classes of pathogens, and not only locally but everywhere and [60-62]. In the process of cell defence PR genes are activated on certain distance from the place of primary plant-host infection. SA accumulation is obligatory for SAR induction [46, 63]. Transgenic plants, which express the bacterial gene nahG (codes for salicylatesyndrolase, which transforms SA into catechol) can not be resistant to pathogen infections [42, 64]. Besides necrotrophs, SAR induction is caused by certain concentrations of exogenically added SA or its functional analogues [65-69]. In the case of acquiring systemic resistance, PR gene and some other gene expression takes place. The feature of SAR is the appearance of HR state and everything connected to it (see above), but it is more pronounced. This important cell defense mechanism requires the NPR1 (non-expressor of pathogenicity related genes) to regulate signal transduction, passing from SA [70]. The mutant npr1 accumulates normal SA level after infection by pathogen, but it is unable to express PR genes and to form SAR [71, 72]. Overexpression of NPR1 causes the resistance of plants to both plant pathogenic bacteria and fungi [73], however, it is not needed in defence against viruses. The NPR1 gene encodes the protein of two domains, which provide protein-protein interactions. During SAR, NPR1 product is localized in the nucleus, where it activates PR gene promoters in a physical contact with some of TGA transcription factor. The NPR1 gene expression is regulated by proteins such as WRKY transcriptional factor which binds with DNA, recognizing W-box of the promoters [75-79]. NPR1 participation in defense response in the plant cell depends on both the type of pathogen and the type of avirulence proteins, which get into the
cell through TTSS. For example, when AvrB of pathogen bacterium penetrates to the cell, the interaction with RPM1 protein (according to “gene-for-gene” type) and fast HR regardless of NPR1 take place. If the bacterium attacks the plant by the effector, like AvrRpt2, then it is recognized by RPS2 protein and after recognition either fast SA accumulation, or slow accumulation of HR-associated signals takes place, and this depends on what genes, NPR1 or NDR1 will be activated [11, 14].

In cytosol NPR1 plays an important role, namely it is the role of the mediator between SA- and JA-dependent ways of plant defense [80]. What happens in cytosol in particular remains unknown, though it is supposed that NPR1 either suppresses the JA-dependent gene regulator or delivers the negative regulator to the nucleus [47]. The Arabidopsis mutants, which constitutively accumulate SA (cpr1 or cpr5) do not require “external” priming, they are primed constantly by the cell, but the NPR1 product is not required for this [81]. Plant specific transcriptional factor WRKY70 is the connecting link between SA- and YA- or ET-mediated ways of plant defense. It activates the genes, which are induced in a response to SA, and represses the genes dependent on YA. Overexpression of WRKY70 increases plant resistance level through NPR1-SA-mechanism, and the NPR1 gene antisense-suppression leads to activation of another mechanism, conditioned by JA and ethylene [82]. Negative regulator of SAR is the EDR1 (enhanced disease resistance) gene, mutation in which does not lead to constitutive plant defense response, and this response is primed [83].

The mechanisms of signal transduction through SA are not finally cleared out, though there is the information that receptor for SA is SABP2 hydrolase with lipase activity [84]. The representatives of 6/α-hydrolases are known as the ones that take part in signal transduction, mediated by hormones, and therefore SABP2 function consists in methyl group removal from methyl salicylate, releasing SA, and in signal induction in the form of lipid and its derivatives [85, 86]. Henceforth, the signals are transduced by proteins similar to VAD1 (vascular associated death) [87].

Certain concentrations of exogenously introduced SA, which induce SAR in Arabidopsis, lead to expression increase of at least 12 genes in the plant. One of the functional groups of these genes is involved in cell defense (they encode glycosile transferase, glutathione-S-transferase etc.). These are fast reaction genes, and their role consists in providing antioxidant and detoxication functions in the plant. The other group of genes participates in signal transduction they code for protein kinases and transcriptional factors) and require NPR1 for their induction [88].

This generally complicated network of SA-, JA- and ET-dependent ways of plant defense from pathogens and abiotic stressors has rather clear reaction to external factors and defines the range and power of defense reaction. For example, both SA and JA are necessary for NPR1-independent Arabidopsis defense from P. syringae, Peronospora parasitica [89, 90]. In contrast, JA-dependent signal path competes with SA-NPR1-dependent mechanism, which restricts the development of P. syringae [91]. SA addition leads to suppression of JA- and ET-mediated plant signal system, which testifies to the priority of SA- NPR1-dependent way of plant defense. [80]. On the other hand, at NPR1 absence constitutive expression of PDF1.2 in sil1 and cpr6-mutants of Arabidopsis is increased [89, 92]. Thus, there are several variants, which the plant chooses for defense in order to stay healthy. Fig 2. shows possible immune response ways depending on pathogen variety.

It should be mentioned, that abiotic stressors cause SAR in accordance with SA-signal path analogously to how it is done by necrotrophic pathogens. Thus, increased
heavy metal concentrations lead to the increase of both SA level and corresponding metabolites involved in this signal path in hyperaccumulating plants, and, as a consequence, ultimately the resistance to some pathogens is formed [93].

**Induced systemic resistance** (ISR), caused by non-pathogenic rhizobacteria, is phenotypically similar to acquired systemic plant immunity [94, 95]. Among rhizobacteria the most active ones are the *Pseudomonas* representatives, that suppress pathogens in depressive soils, first of all, through the excretions of antibiotics, lytic enzymes, siderophores, as well as by means of competing for sources of nutrition [96]. Besides, *Pseudomonas* reduce the development of diseases in aboveground plant parts through the mechanism, which is mediated by the plant itself. For example, *P. fluorescens* CHA0 activates the defense mechanism in tobacco, similar to SAR due to own SA excretion, which “starts” this mechanism in the plant [97]. Other *Pseudomonas* representatives stimulate ISR in many plant varieties, successfully colonizing root system, however, the positive result completely depends on combinations bacteria – plant-host [98]. It is worth mentioning also that the bacteria differ by the capability to cause ISR even inside the genus [99]. It is possible that the difference between them is conditioned by the capability of the plant to recognize the bacterium, and more precisely, of its components or excretions. It is known that for formation of ISR a metabolically active bacterium is not required, *i.e.* cell membrane components, lipopolysaccharides, siderophores, antibiotics, flagella induce ISR [31, 100]. Some other bacteria, which improve plant development (*Bacillus subtilis, B. amyloliquefaciens*), activate the plant defense system through the volatile organic compounds (VOC) similar to 2,3-butanediol [101]. It is opportunely to add that besides the bacterial VOC, cell defense mechanism is activated by some other low-molecular organic compounds, *e.g.* volicitin, which is produced by insects [102]. Some mutants that lose certain ISR multicomponent inductors, are still capable of causing plant systemic resistance anyway.

The similarity of ISR and SAR consists in the fact that the plant becomes resistant to a wide range of pathogens after the contact with the bacteria. For example, as well as the typical pathogens, *P. fluorescens* WCS417r causes plant resistance to different kinds of pathogens, such as fungal root pathogen *Fusarium oxysporum*, oomycete leaf pathogen *P. parasitica*, bacterial plant pathogens *Xanthomonas campestris pv. armaceae* and Pst DC300 [99, 103]. ISR and SAR effectiveness spectra sometimes overlap, but anyway the mechanisms, which condition them, are different. It became evident after the experiments with transgenic plants (NahG), that revealed ISR to *F. oxysporum* and Pst DC3000 without the PR-1 and PR-2 gene expression (significant for SA-dependent signal transduction path) after their inoculation with WCS417r [54, 104]. Therefore, it was determined that ISR is induced independently from SA. Further experiments with plants, insensitive to JA and ET, allowed supposing that for ISR occurrence the signal transduction ways mediated by JA and ET are necessary [105]. For example, ethylene plays an important role in the signal transduction from the VOC, and the signal way, mediated by JA, is induced in the response to infecting by micorrhizal fungi or trichoderma [105, 106]. The classic example of synergism between the rhizobacteria induced signal ways, dependent on ethylene and JA, is expression of the PDF1.2 gene, encoding defensine in *Arabidopsis* (Fig. 2).

To understand whether ISR is connected to the increased genes activity which react to JA and ethylene, there was the study on the expression of a series of *Arabidopsis* genes in response to the plant colonization by WCS417r. It was found that none of the plant genes was upregulated after the contact with the bacterium either locally, or in the distance [107]. Thus, the conclusion was made, that ISR is based on the sensitivity to these hormones [108].

Despite different mechanisms, both ISR and SAR depend on NPR1 [53, 109]. Although in case of SAR it induces the expression of known PR genes, it is still under question, what occurs during ISR. To reveal hypothetical genes, activated after the contact of the plant with the rhizobacterium, transcription analysis of *Arabidopsis* root was conducted after its colonization with WCS417r, and it was found that 98 genes had increased expression, in particular, the AtMYB72 gene, which codes for the transcrip-
tion factor [110], and by this gene knock-out-mutation of Arabidopsis lost the capacity of creating ISR in response to WCS417r. Besides, it was shown that its regulation occurs in the way, mediated by ethylene, and independently from SA and JA, but ethylene proper is not needed for its activity. It is interesting that in the leaf all 8000 genes did not change the expression level, and it did not exclude ISR regulation in post-translation way.

The mobilization of plant defense forces for fast reaction to the pathogen attack was called priming [68]. Plant priming with non-pathogen bacteria (as well as natural or synthetic chemical substances) quickens the reaction of the cell and plant in general to bacterial, fungal, and viral infection as well as to other stresses. The works on priming the cell cultures of parsley and Arabidopsis by bacteria allowed the conclusion that priming is the main mechanism of induced systemic resistance of plants [67, 103, 111, 112]. The priming plant cell defence is more reasonable energy-wise, than constitutive defense mechanism, because the defense reaction is needed for the plant only at the moment of pathogen attack or the influence of abiotic factors. Besides, permanent synthesis of active protein substances, involved directly to the defense program may prevent normal metabolism in the cell.

The author expresses sincere gratitude to Professor R.I. Gvozdyak for critical remarks.
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